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Scottish Government (web page)

‘Local Development Plans (LDPs) provide the 
vision for how communities will grow and 
develop in the future. The intention is that they 
provide certainty for communities and investors 
alike about where development should take place 
and where it should not and the supporting 
infrastructure required for growth.’

but..



what happens if the Development Plan 
is not up to date...

• The plan led system ceases to be effective in 
controlling where development goes and what it 
will look like;

• Plan ‘loses weight’ at appeal if out of date;

• Decision making is effectively taken out of the 
hands of the local Planning Authority (the 
Council) and into the hands of central 
government through the  DPEA; local views no 
longer count; no certainty for communities 



The Development Plan Process: where 
public engagement takes place
(applies equally to Strategic and Local 

Development Plans) 



Timescales can be long…

Pre MIR 2012         MIR 2014       PP 2015      EXAM2016    Adopt 2017



Rolling Process

• Scottish Government has unrealistic timescales 
for preparation of a Development Plan

• 5 year rolling process so you are never very far 
away from a stage in the Development Plan 
process; communities have to be aware of this 

• City regions have Strategic Development Plans as 
well as Local Development Plans; SESplan 
approved 2014 but MIR for SESplan2 due now; 4 
year timescale for SDP but local Planning 
Authority determines LDP timescale

• LDP must conform to SDP



Pre and Main Issues Report stages
• Pre  MIR consultation stage involving communities who can help set the 

big ideas for future development and policy change. Communities  
RECOMMENDED to get involved at this stage – you can shape the future of 
the plan and the earlier the better

• Main Issues  Report – this is a review of the previous plan and sets out 
possible changes to planning policy and approach to development to meet 
the requirements of Scottish Government.  Not a Draft Plan but effectively 
presents a series of preferred and alternative approaches to meeting the 
requirements of the strategic plan and SPP.  A lot of work goes into 
providing a social, economic  and environmental evidence base.

• Strategic Environmental Assessment requirements are begun at this stage

• Planning Authorities typically ask for development interest from 
landowners/developers before the MIR – this allows a range of sites to be 
considered for development and assessed for their environmental impact.

• While sites may have preferred status at this stage it does not necessarily 
mean that they will be selected at Proposed Plan stage.  



Pre and Main Issues Report stages

• This is where a lot of public involvement takes place usually 
with workshops to explain the choices available. Genuine 
consultation – some regard it as the officers plan with the 
Council plan coming at the next stage.  No decisions have 
been made in the MIR – that comes later.   Minimum 6 
week consultation is not enough  here.

• Communities  MEANT to get  involved at this stage; 
‘principal opportunity within the plan preparation process 
for productively consulting stakeholders on the content of 
the plan and for involving the wider public’.

• Main issues reports are key documents in terms of front-
loading effective engagement on the plan. 



Top Tips at MIR stage

• Planning Authority (PA) needs community input 
here – which option do communities prefer? 
Seeking to influence the PA at this stage - easier

• Press for a 12 week consultation – gives time to 
consult communities properly

• Ask PA to explain MIR early in consultation
• Big Read – takes a long time to understand 
• If campaigning or petitioning with a standard 

letter no harm in showing it to the PA first – they 
can advise how it will be taken into account –
wording is important



Top Tips Continued

• For petitions take notes on where, when and how collected and do own 
report of issues raised by people – can be effective if you  do your own 
reports summarising peoples responses but don’t ignore those in favour/ 
with a different view

• Don’t campaign against something that isn’t happening..(surprisingly 
common!)

• Never miss a deadline; they are important
• Be aware of the parameters within which a plan is prepared – e.g. where 

do housing numbers come from? Housing Needs and Demand 
Assessments – which are consulted upon but difficult to understand yet 
set the targets that appear later in plans; Strategic Development Plans 
approved (and can be changed) by Scottish Government; local 
development plans have no choice and must comply



Proposed Plan stage

• The Proposed Plan is the settled view of the 
Council prepared taking into account the views 
expressed at Main Issues Report stage

• Sites proposed for development must be 
‘effective’ and capable of development to ensure 
delivery in a particular timescale (ownership; 
infrastructure; phasing known)

• Community and landowners can object at this 
stage but it is not for active community 
involvement



Examination

• Unresolved objections (probably all of them) 
considered by Reporters at Examination 
(formerly known as a Public Local Inquiry)

• Decisions taken centrally by Reporters and are 
binding on Planning Authority

• To speed up the process most Examination 
sessions are held as Hearings – a Reporter led 
discussion – community can be involved but it 
still takes time to prepare



Modifications

• Sites for development can be added at 
Examination particularly if a housing or 
employment land shortfall is proven –
communities may not be expecting this

• Reason why a range of sites suggested and 
appraised for environmental impact at MIR 
stage so they can be brought forward for 
allocation if required without the whole 
process starting again



Top Tips

• Ensure you are on Planning Authority databases for consultation so you 
are kept informed

• Be aware of the different stages of the Development Plan(s) 
• If you are being consulted it is probably important – e.g. very few 

comments are made to Housing Needs and Demand Assessments but 
these set the housing requirements further down the line

• The number of responses is important – encourage people to respond 
individually and from normally reticent groups

• Awareness of what is not stated in developers consultation – e.g. 
infrastructure and who pays for it (Developer can only pay for 
infrastructure improvement that is a direct consequence of their 
development e.g. the proportionate capital costs of a school extension 
that would serve the children arising from the development only – the 
Education Authority (Council) has to pay the rest 

• Pay attention to how your comments are summarised by the Planning 
Authority – ask to see them for approval



Centralisation of Planning

• Like a game of chess – between developers and planning authority 
refereed by Scottish Government – and communities can only watch at 
certain times …

• National Planning Framework - now a material consideration
• Housing Needs and Demand Assessments approved centrally
• Protection of agricultural land …unless its needed for the development 

strategy..
• Developers want to build where profits are greatest – often where there is 

a greater conflict with environmental factors e.g. Conservation Areas 
• If developers can bypass the plan led system they will do so
• If housing sites not effective then there is a shortfall – solution is allocate  

more land; whether developers will actually build on it and when is 
uncertain

• Scottish Government see the development plan as giving long term 
direction (and certainty to the development industry) to the growth of 
settlements 


